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Dear colleagues,

As law enforcement agencies work hard nationwide to improve trust with their communities, policing in a diverse community can still be very challenging. Recent incidents have highlighted community concerns, and conversations about public safety priorities are often strained.

Recognizing the vital importance of trust to community cooperation, public safety, and national security, the Vera Institute of Justice worked with the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services to research and write Police Perspectives: Building Trust in a Diverse Nation. A three-part series dedicated to providing practical, real life strategies for building relationships of mutual trust between law enforcement agencies and diverse communities, it highlights strategies that are consistent with the report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, which used building community trust as its foundation.

How to Support Trust Building in Your Agency, the third guide in this series, is a valuable resource for agency leaders who want to engage with their diverse communities by adopting community policing practices and transforming their organizations. Readers will find practical strategies for diversifying their workforce, developing model leadership skills, and training officers in bias-free, culturally aware policing.

Most important, by combining tips and examples from the field with the expert advice of law enforcement leaders, the guide also provides implementable strategies that reflect the realities of today’s agencies.
I commend the Vera Institute of Justice for the effort and dedication they devoted to developing what is sure to become an important tool for agencies seeking to build productive relationships with all members of their communities.

And I thank the many police officers, organizations, and experts who contributed to this guide. The lessons to be learned from their experiences can be of great value not only to law enforcement, but to social services, health, education and other caring professional organizations – as well as to communities throughout the country.

We are at a pivotal time in American law enforcement, when relationships between minority populations and police can be transformed. It will take commitment, perseverance and time, but it can be done. The future of law enforcement and all Americans depends on it, and this guide can be of great help as we work toward that goal.

Sincerely,

Ronald L. Davis
Director
Office of Community Oriented Policing Services
Letter from the President of the Vera Institute of Justice

Dear colleagues,

The face of America is changing as our nation’s population grows more diverse by the day and racial and ethnic minority groups spread beyond traditional urban settings into the surrounding suburbs and small communities beyond. And while this diversity contributes to the rich tapestry of American culture, we have seen that tragedies can result when law enforcement agencies and diverse communities see one another as adversaries.

A police agency’s commitment to community policing—building relationships with community members to foster an environment of trust between officers and the people they serve—can help officers meaningfully engage with diverse communities. In many law enforcement agencies, however, there has been little guidance on how to operationalize community policing initiatives.

Negotiating the cultural, religious, and language barriers that can exist between communities and law enforcement officers can yield significant benefits. Through regular meetings with residents, community-informed crime prevention strategies and programs, local partnerships, and an honest assessment of departmental strengths and weaknesses, police can gain a greater understanding of a community’s public safety concerns. Not only does this approach allow police to tailor their services and enforcement efforts to meet local needs, but it also fosters a sense of shared responsibility for public safety in the community.

The Vera Institute of Justice has a long history of developing and encouraging innovative ways to strengthen the ties between police and the community. We are pleased to have produced this guidebook series with the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Community Oriented Policing Services and are especially proud to have worked hand in hand with some of our nation’s finest. Law enforcement response to our initial solicitation was incredible, and we are proud to have worked so closely with so many talented officers, justice experts, and high-ranking police leaders. Each author eagerly offered lessons and strategies for cultivating community trust borne of their own experiences—both successful and otherwise. Through the essays, tips, case studies, and one-on-one interviews contained in this guide, their words reflect on the past, provide guidance for the present, and offer hope for the future of police-community relations in an increasingly diverse America.

Nicholas Turner
President
Vera Institute of Justice
Letter from the National President of the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives

“Policing is one of America’s most noble professions. The actions of any police officer, in an instant, can impact an individual for life and even a community for generations. Given this realization, every police officer must be centered on what is important. Service, justice, fundamental fairness—these are the foundational principles in which every police action must be grounded.”

— Dr. Stephen R. Covey

Over the year 2015, there have been several instances where a life was lost during seemingly routine police encounters—encounters that called into question the character of policing. As a result of these events, a palpable divide was created between law enforcement and the communities that we serve. And for some who reside in our more diverse communities, this divide was arguably expanded. All of these encounters, whether they occurred in a large urban city or in a small suburban town, had one thing in common—they all caused our country and government officials to reexamine and rethink the way that police engage with our communities.

The National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE) is proud to have played a central role in our nation’s efforts to improve the level of respect between police and citizens, by serving as a key member of President Barack Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing and by working closely with the United States Department of Justice and its Office of Community Oriented Policing Services. NOBLE has sought to be a part of the discourse bringing a fresh look to how police can professionally engage with the communities they serve and how communities can respectfully engage with the police that serve them.

This commitment continues with our contribution to this important, timely work by the Vera Institute of Justice. As the policing profession goes through a much needed “organizational introspection,” this guidebook series, Police Perspectives: Building Trust in Our Diverse Communities, will provide industry professionals with a critical addition to the ever-expanding portfolio of promising practices they can referenced in their efforts to “get it right” when engaging with and building trust within our nation’s diverse communities.

I’ve worked in the law enforcement and public safety professions for more than 30 years, and have often had the opportunity to work with the leadership and research staff from the Vera Institute of Justice. It is no surprise to me that they had the foresight to develop and compile this important work before the events of 2015, events that many believe will serve as seminal moments in the policing profession.
As an organization that prides itself on being the “Conscience of Law Enforcement,” NOBLE would like to acknowledge the men and women of law enforcement who contributed to the development of this guidebook series, many of whom are members of our organization. Their tireless efforts, combined with the wisdom and foresight of the Vera Institute of Justice, have created a one-of-a-kind training vehicle that provides promise for the hope of police officials reconnecting with and establishing strong ties within our nation’s many diverse communities.

Sincerely,

Gregory A. Thomas
National President
National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives
Letter from the Founder of the New Jersey Asian American Law Enforcement Officers Association

Dear colleagues,

The New Jersey Asian American Law Enforcement Officers Association is honored to have contributed to the Vera Institute’s series of guides focused on building trust with diverse communities. The association’s participation was robust, with several members contributing to the effort, including Laila Cristobal, sergeant, Passaic Police Department; Dennis Lam, retired lieutenant, Madison Police Department; Joseph Luistro, officer, Edison Police Department; Robert May, retired detective, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Police Department; Samantha Oh, investigator, Bergen County Sheriff’s Office; and TJ Patel, detective, Piscataway Police Department.

The publication of these guides is timely and necessary, as the events of 2014 and 2015 necessitate a fresh look at the relationship between the law enforcement community and the public. These publications do just that. The association wishes to acknowledge the Vera Institute’s efforts to seek out such a wide range of law enforcement professionals for this publication, including professional law enforcement personnel who happen to be of Asian-American background.

Sincerely,

Robert May
President Emeritus and Founder
New Jersey Asian American Law Enforcement Officers Association
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Introduction

As first responders, law enforcement officers must be able to fairly and effectively engage with all communities in their jurisdiction. According to the 2010 Census, 37 percent of the U.S. population reported their race and ethnicity as something other than “non-Hispanic White alone.”¹ This group, commonly referred to as people of color, increased by almost 30 percent between 2000 and 2010.² In about one-tenth of all counties in the United States, people of color constitute 50 percent or more of the total population. The Census Bureau estimates that the population of people of color will continue to grow and by 2060 will be nearly 60 percent of the country. Therefore, in most areas across the United States, ensuring public safety for all requires that officers cultivate trust and collaboration with communities that may have different cultures and languages. Law enforcement officers must be equipped to use any encounter with the community as an opportunity to build trust and cooperation.

Since 2014, there has been a national focus on how police respond to contentious encounters, how and when they use force, and the disparate impact of policing on people of color. As part of the nation’s interest in fair and effective policing, the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing developed a national blueprint for improved community policing for cities and towns seeking to build trust between law enforcement and the communities they serve.³

There is a need to bridge the gap between the policy recommendations and practices on the ground. Likewise, there is a need for informing law enforcement practice in a way that focuses not only on what law enforcement is doing wrong but also on what it is doing right. Police officers typically have a spectrum of encounters with people of color that range from extremely positive to highly contentious, and there is a need for a policing guide that accounts for this reality and fosters progress. There is an equivalent need to recognize that some members of policing agencies identify as individuals of color, have deep connections with communities of color in their jurisdiction, or both. These police personnel can serve as in-house resources who might understand the unique public safety needs and concerns of various communities.

This three-part series seeks to fill the knowledge and practice gap in effectively policing diverse communities by highlighting practical, field-informed approaches for building trust with various segments of our multiracial, multiethnic population. The majority of the contributions in this series are from law enforcement officers of color who, because of their personal and professional experiences, often have an especially nuanced and intimate understanding of the nature of community mistrust among communities of color, as well as what is needed to overcome it. Although the practices and strategies featured in this series may focus on building relationships between police agencies and specific communities, the majority of these insights are dynamic enough to be applied with multiple racial and ethnic groups.
The descriptions of programs and practices, together with multiple tips detailed in this guidebook series, are intended to be a resource for officers of all levels—from the patrol officer interacting with a specific racial or ethnic community to the police chief seeking to transform his or her agency into one that embodies community policing and facilitates community trust building at all levels.

This Police Perspectives series is divided into three companion guides, each of which covers multiple topics, agency practices, and recommendations for improving community trust in law enforcement on many fronts. Each guide also includes biographies for all contributing authors, as well as a user guide intended to help police officers of all ranks identify the articles that may be most relevant to their work. The three guides cover

- how to increase cultural understanding;
- how to serve diverse communities;
- how to support trust building in your agency.

This third guide in the series, How to Support Trust Building in Your Agency, is a resource for agency leadership who recognize that building trust with diverse communities is essential to effectively carrying out their public service duties, but also know that moving from policy to practice can be challenging. This guide orients police officials seeking to integrate a community policing philosophy into their work, build institutional capacity and knowledge, and ensure their agency is representative of the diverse communities they serve.

Defining terms

This series uses the term “people of color” to refer to any and all peoples of African, Latino/Hispanic, Native American, Asian, or Pacific Island descent, and its intent is to be inclusive. The terms “communities of color” and “diverse communities” are used interchangeably, depending upon the preference of the individual contributor(s). Finally, this series also addresses effective policing practices with other groups that, like communities of color, have historically had their public safety and justice needs ignored or poorly served, such as youth, immigrants, and transgender people.

Editorial methodology

Vera identified potential authors for this guide by issuing a solicitation through its law enforcement networks and contacts, as well as to the NLPOA, NOBLE, the HAPCOA, and the U.S. Department of Justice’s Community Relations Service. Additional authors were referred to Vera by representatives of these entities.
Vera asked interested respondents to share their topic ideas for an article on building trust with communities of color and in limited instances directly approached people to write articles on particular subjects. Vera also invited respondents to submit excerpts of previously published work. Vera then grouped accepted articles into three topic categories (i.e., how to increase cultural understanding, how to serve diverse communities, and how to support trust building in your agency).

Vera edited each submitted article collaboratively with the author, who then responded to editors’ feedback and signed off on the final version of his or her article. When multiple authors covered similar topics, Vera’s editors paraphrased and combined their articles into a single piece. Each contributor to a combined article reviewed and approved the content and received credit.
Since the 1970s, the philosophy of community policing has been hailed as one of the most effective policing strategies for building community trust and safety. By prioritizing police-community relationships and working collaboratively with community members to proactively address and solve problems, community policing works to promote positive interactions with the community, provide equitable police services to all community members, and lay the foundation for a stronger, more effective police force.
For the community policing model to be holistically and successfully integrated into a police agency, leadership must be prepared to lead their agency through an organizational transformation. Organizational transformation includes a process of:

- examining the organizational structure of an agency;
- testing new methods for delivering police services;
- empowering key personnel to make decisions and take on leadership responsibilities.

This transformation may also include a critical assessment of an agency's recruitment practices, as well as the development of “new recruitment and selection methodologies that are consistent with the goals of community policing.”

Leading an agency through an organizational transformation must include efforts to train officers to communicate with people, solve community problems, and develop an appreciation of cultural and ethnic differences. Through the development of communication and cultural sensitivity skills, officers are more likely to have positive interactions with people who live or work in the neighborhoods they patrol.

Officer paints child's face at 2015 San Francisco Police Department community Easter egg hunt

Glenn Sylvester
What is Community Policing?

The U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing Services identifies community partnerships, problem solving, and organizational transformation as the three essential components of modern community policing that together “proactively address the immediate conditions that give rise to public safety issues such as crime, social disorder, and fear of crime.” For more information about community policing, visit www.cops.usdoj.gov.

Three types of skills are required for an effective community policing strategy:

1. **Communication skills.** In addition to oral communication skills, police officers must have good writing and public speaking skills. Officers should feel comfortable speaking with representatives of business organizations, civic organizations, religious groups, block associations, tenant groups, and others. Priority should be given to helping officers develop strong communication skills, which will aid in their community policing efforts.
2. **Interpersonal skills.** Officers must be able to speak tactfully and convincingly in a number of community-based settings where they are called upon to explain department procedures, policies, and practices.

3. **Problem solving.** Beat officers are encouraged to initiate creative responses to neighborhood problems. To do so, officers must become actively involved in the affairs and concerns of the communities they serve. Empowering officers in this manner encourages them to work collaboratively and productively with their communities.

In the community policing model, police officers are not just evaluated on the number of arrests that they make; they are also assessed on their ability to

- solve individual and neighborhood problems;
- resolve disputes in the community;
- prevent crime;
- reduce disorderly activities;
- get to know community members in their assigned areas.

### Tips from the Field: Community Policing at all Levels

Community policing should be an integral part of every sworn officer’s duties throughout the law enforcement hierarchy. The community policing orientation for various ranks is included here.

- **Patrol officer**—Problem solving with the community and building strategic community partnerships is critical to preventing crime.

- **Supervisor**—Community policing occurs both inside and outside the agency. Inside the agency, supervisors must obtain and cultivate trust from their staff. Outside the agency, supervisors should provide opportunities for staff to engage with community leaders.

- **Executive**—Engagement in the community is essential for maintaining organizational legitimacy and community trust. To be effective, executives must engage with police, civic, community, and political leadership and be available to listen and explain.
Equally important, officers must be rewarded for their problem-solving abilities and the absence of crime. Community policing presents an opportunity to establish new criteria for evaluating police departments. This type of evaluation is far more complex but should include the following:

- **Crime reduction.** Reported crime, as measured by calls for service and published in Uniform Crime Reports, is not an adequate measure of the level of crime. If it is done properly, community policing will increase community confidence and therefore may result in increased crime reporting, even if the actual number of incidents does not change or is reduced. To fully understand crime rates, a baseline rate of victimization must be developed so that rates of victimization can be measured going forward.

- **Fear reduction.** A neighborhood’s fear of crime should decline as police officers assist community members in resisting crime and enhancing order.

- **Community and government support for police initiatives.** This is perhaps the most important measure of community policing effectiveness. The public’s perception of police will determine its willingness to cooperate with any crime control, problem solving, and quality-of-life maintenance initiatives.

- **Success at problem solving.** Problem solving is best achieved if the problems are reduced to a manageable size and are addressed on a neighborhood, rather than citywide, basis. Programs created to tackle community problems should be designed and implemented with engagement from community members at all phases, from identification of the problem to program conception, design, and implementation.
Through a 2015 partnership with the Channel Islands Bicycle Club and a grant from the California Office of Traffic Safety, the Oxnard (California) Police Department was able to provide free bicycle helmets to children in the community.

**Conclusion**

As police officers grow and advance in their law enforcement careers, it is important that they remember the lessons of community policing they learned as rookie officers. Although community policing is largely implemented by patrol officers, policing professionals of all ranks benefit greatly when community policing philosophies are integrated into their police agencies.

The relationship between law enforcement and communities of color has been problematic for centuries. Although some improvements have been made, police officers often experience difficulty in gaining mutual respect with the communities they serve. By prioritizing community policing strategies, law enforcement agencies demonstrate that they are taking a proactive approach to successfully connect with communities of color. Agencies that promote community involvement and connect with community leaders are more prepared to respond to community problems and build trust with often underserved communities.
Promoting positive interactions is a critical component of community policing, particularly when working in communities of color. Promoting positive interactions involves direct community involvement, developing relationships that facilitate mutual respect, and publicizing positive interactions.

- **Encourage community involvement and positive daily interactions.** Law enforcement agencies must be proactive in their efforts to be more involved in the community and encourage positive daily interactions with community members. Officers should make themselves known to the community by attending community meetings, as well as showing support for neighborhood activities such as sporting events, carnivals, and school events. When participating in or attending extracurricular events, officers should be allowed to wear plain clothes whenever appropriate, as this may help them appear more approachable.

- **Identify and build relationships with influential members of diverse communities.** Community leaders have the ability to influence the communities around them. Law enforcement should make efforts to develop relationships with religious leaders, community leaders, school principals, business owners, and others who are well-respected in the communities they serve. Relationships with these individuals take time to develop and must be nurtured consistently. Whenever possible, leaders of police organizations should meet with leaders of communities of color to obtain input on ways to improve relationships and build mutual respect. Influential persons should be made aware that they play an integral role in ensuring public safety and bridging the gap between police and communities of color. Involving community leaders in the community policing process allows these leaders to become part of the solution and positively influence those members of the community who may be skeptical.

- **Use public and social media outlets to publicize positive interactions.** The public relations units of law enforcement agencies should frequently publicize instances of police officers making a difference in their communities. Often, public media outlets emphasize negative images of the police, which fosters negative feelings and perceptions. Public relations units should take advantage of popular social media outlets such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, and Twitter to publicize positive interactions between law enforcement and the communities they serve.
Police Perspective: Community Policing and Ferguson

Lee P. Brown, Former Mayor of Houston; Chief of Police, Houston, Texas; and Retired Commissioner, New York City Police Department

As someone who has made law enforcement his professional career, I was saddened and bewildered as I witnessed events unfold in Ferguson, Missouri, in 2014. Local law enforcement’s initial response in that city was reminiscent of the 1960s when many police agencies responded to urban unrest, or the threat of it, by arming themselves with military equipment not unlike what our armed forces use to engage an enemy in combat. Such tactics should not be used by American law enforcement agencies against members of our communities.

I believe that community policing could have prevented the events that have occurred in Ferguson. When implementing community policing strategies, every officer must demonstrate that they support the community. Under the concept, residents become allies and not targets. Officers are hired in the “spirit of service” and not in the “spirit of adventure.” The police agency should also mirror the racial composition of the community.

Community policing demands that officers interact with people who live or work in the neighborhoods they patrol. Officers are trained to communicate with people, solve community problems, and develop an appreciation of cultural and ethnic differences. In fact, under community policing officers are not just evaluated on the number of arrests that they make. They are also assessed on, and rewarded for, their problem solving abilities and the absence of crime.

Community policing is also value driven. For example, every police agency should have as its core value the importance of human life. They must understand that deadly force is only to be used when their lives or the life of a citizen is at risk.

In the 1980s, I pioneered the community policing philosophy while serving as Chief of Police in Houston, Texas. I implemented principles of the concept in a city in which the police and the citizens were at odds and were alienated from one another. The city’s police had a national reputation for brutality and racism, but implementing community policing strategies helped transform the police department into one of the most respected police agencies in the nation.
In 1990, I was appointed Police Commissioner of New York City. A crack-cocaine epidemic had engulfed the city, and crime was at an all-time high. Community policing was implemented as the cornerstone of then Mayor David Dinkins’ Safe Streets, Safe City program. In the police department, we introduced the principles of community policing as our style for the delivery of police services to the people of New York City. After one year, crime went down in every index category over the previous year, the first time in more than 40 years that the city saw such a decrease.

Based on my own experiences, I am convinced that if the Ferguson Police Department had adopted and implemented community policing as their dominant style of delivering police services to the citizens of Ferguson, the recent events would not have occurred. I believe that community policing is the most effective and prudent method of policing, and, if properly adopted and implemented, community policing can prevent events such as those that occurred in Ferguson.

Tips from the Field: How to Provide Equitable Services

Sheryl Victorian, PhD, Lieutenant, Houston (Texas) Police Department

It is every police agency’s responsibility to provide equitable services to all community members. One of the most common complaints from communities of color is that they do not receive the same service or respect as others in their community. Law enforcement agencies must recognize when people in their community hold this belief and must focus on improving response times to calls for service, providing prompt follow-up investigations, and developing crime initiatives for specific crime problems affecting communities of color.

- **Improve response times and conduct timely follow-up investigations.** Whether or not a police agency believes that it responds to all members of the community fairly, if a particular racial or ethnic group feels neglected by the police, community trust in the police agency begins to deteriorate. Improved response times to calls for service and timely follow-up on investigations play an important role in changing the negative perceptions communities of color have regarding the quality of services received. Every effort should be made to respond to all calls within a reasonable timeframe. When follow-up is required, it is important that immediate contact be made with the complainant, even if the case is considered a low priority. Investigators should contact the complainant to assure them that every effort will be made to give the investigation its due diligence within a reasonable time period. Immediate contact shows complainants that the police are genuinely concerned about their particular case and establishes a point of contact if further information is obtained by the complainant.

- **Identify and develop crime initiatives for crimes affecting diverse communities.** Police agencies have the ability to track the types and locations of common crimes and establish crime initiatives to combat those problems. However, using statistics to determine what is important to a community is not beneficial if the community prioritizes a certain crime more than a police agency might. In addition, when agencies develop crime strategies in communities of color without input from those residing in the communities, the agency appears to be specifically “targeting” members of the community. Law enforcement agencies should allow community members to participate in crime strategy meetings and provide input into the crimes of most concern.
Diversifying Law Enforcement Agencies

To foster trust among community members, a police department should mirror the community it serves. A diverse police agency—one that includes women and people of color, as well as multicultural and multilingual representatives—can help navigate cultural and religious differences and reduce racial or ethnic tensions that may exist between police and the community.

Diversifying a law enforcement agency requires management to set diversification goals and come up with a comprehensive plan to achieve those goals, including recruiting and retaining qualified and diverse staff. This requires agency leadership to

- acknowledge the past and its impact on present day recruitment;
- examine agency policies and practices that may hinder recruitment;
- understand what attracts specific ethnic groups to policing;
- recruit through community engagement;
- develop a strategic plan to increase diversity;
- measure results.

This chapter describes each of these strategies.

Tips from the Field: Making the Most of Recruitment at College Campuses

When recruiting on college campuses, police personnel should keep in mind the tips described here.

- To diversify recruitment, focus recruiting trips on universities with higher percentages of minority student enrollment.
- Develop relationships with university faculty who can act as referral sources for your agency.
- Report back any successful recruits from the university to your contacts. A track record of hiring and retaining referred students is essential in maintaining this relationship.
Tips from the Field: Key Components of Comprehensive Recruitment*

Lee P. Brown, PhD, Former Mayor of Houston; Chief of Police, Houston, Texas; and Retired Commissioner, New York City Police Department

1. **Mission statement.** Similar to any other major management process, police recruiting should have well-defined short- and long-term goals that are made clear to all members of the department. The goals should specifically state the desirable characteristics of all recruits. These goals should become a part of agency policy and should be reevaluated periodically.

2. **Oversight and administration.** One person should be responsible for managing agency recruitment. This person should have demonstrated a commitment to agency goals prior to taking on this position. All staff who are assigned to recruiting must be trained and possess similar attitudes and commitment.

3. **Community engagement.** Just as in other community policing efforts, community members should be engaged as volunteers to assist with recruitment. Representatives from all parts of the community, particularly those underrepresented in the agency, should be sought out.

4. **Recruitment materials.** Recruitment materials should be developed for all media channels and be designed to attract recruits with the desired characteristics.

5. **Clearly defined recruitment strategies with an annual timeline.** A variety of strategies must be developed to effectively achieve recruitment goals. These strategies may include the following promising practices:

   - Identify officers who represent the type of person being recruited, who can serve as spokespeople during recruiting activities.
   - Involve community organizations that serve the type of person being recruited.
   - Uniformed officers with good communication skills should be the face of recruitment.

6. **Follow-up.** A member of the recruiting team must promptly follow up with anyone who expresses an interest in the department, with a phone call and written correspondence.

Acknowledge the past and its impact on present day recruitment

Police executives who want to commit their agencies to diversity recruitment strategies must face the reality that women and minorities have largely been excluded from police recruitment. That reality creates a challenge in and of itself. How can you attract individuals from diverse backgrounds into a profession perceived to be anti-minority?

Too often, police departments decide to start up massive recruitment campaigns without addressing historical rifts with ethnic communities. Images of police activity in minority and immigrant communities 30 to 40 years ago, as well as more recently, often vividly depict the police as racist and oppressive. No amount of pay, promises, or professionalism will overcome the impact of history unacknowledged, unaddressed, and unresolved. Overcoming these historical barriers requires a significant investment of energy and focus.

Tips from the Field: Recruitment Do’s and Don’ts

These tips should be considered when aiming to recruit the best candidates into the policing profession.

- Do come prepared with statistics about the number of officers of color and women in the department and in management and command staff positions. Recruits want to know if they will be able to advance to higher positions once they join a department.

- Don’t send human resources personnel to recruiting events. Develop and train law enforcement officers, including officers of color and female officers, to do the recruiting. Potential recruits want to see themselves in the agency representative.

- Do highlight the job security, pension, and other benefits that may not be apparent to civilians. For some ethnic groups, the benefits and expectations of the law enforcement profession are completely unknown.

- Don’t use the same recruiting pitch for all groups. Think about what is most important to the potential recruits and include this in the recruiting pitch.
Examine agency policies and practices that may hinder recruitment

The next step in minority recruitment is adopting a philosophy that diversity is a necessity, not just the “in” thing to do. Policies and practices should be reviewed, and any policies, practices, or processes that discourage, inhibit, or adversely affect nontraditional groups of employees should be discarded. Implementing policies that prohibit sexual harassment, racial jokes, and other forms of discrimination is essential and indicates your commitment to achieving a professional work environment.

Once policies are in place, agencies should take stock of the many ways recruitment can happen. Recruiting efforts should be targeted and focused and should utilize best practices that have been tested for your department or similar departments.

Burlington (Vermont) Police Department recruiter hands out information to a community member at the community barbecue, 2015
“Building a solid police work force involves lots of hard work, but it does not involve lowering standards. We didn’t accept the fable that lower hiring standards were necessary to increase departmental diversity. Low standards send a message to minority communities that the department believes they are not capable of performing at high levels.”

—Theron Bowman, PhD, Former Chief, Arlington Police Department

Spotlight On: Raising Educational Standards in Arlington

In Arlington, Texas, rapid population growth resulted in major demographic changes in the city population. When the police department began focusing its recruitment efforts on the community’s growing minority population, some questioned whether the department’s high education standards for recruits might hamper diversification efforts. The Arlington Police Department, which serves one of the most racially and ethnically diverse in the United States,* has the highest entry-level standards in Texas—and in fact, police leadership found that the bachelor’s degree requirement enhanced its workforce diversification efforts more than any other qualification.

Starting in 1986, new recruits without police experience were required to have a bachelor’s degree, while those with a minimum of two years of police experience needed at least an associate’s degree. The policy was updated in 1999 to require all new hires, regardless of prior experience, to hold a four-year college degree. By the beginning of 2000, candidates in all promotional processes were required to have four-year college degrees.

The ethnic composition of the police department has changed markedly since 1987 and is now representative of the community it serves. Raising educational standards helped make way for a more educated, empowered, diverse, and productive workforce than ever before. In addition, a more educated workforce is able to more readily accept change and handle difficult situations, solve complex problems, and learn and grow continuously.

As Theron Bowman, former chief of the Arlington Police Department, said, “Building a solid police work force involves lots of hard work, but it does not involve lowering standards. We didn’t accept the fable that lower hiring standards were necessary to increase departmental diversity. Low standards send a message to minority communities that the department believes they are not capable of performing at high levels.”

Understand what attracts specific ethnic groups to policing: Views of Asian officers

When working to diversify a police agency, it is important to understand what attracts particular racial and ethnic groups into a law enforcement career. While recent years have seen an increasing number of Asian Americans joining the law enforcement profession, numbers of Asian-American officers are still relatively low. Agencies seeking to recruit and retain more Asian-American officers should think about what draws them to this profession. Following are perspectives collected during a focus group with the New Jersey Asian American Law Enforcement Officers Association.

What was your path to becoming a police officer?

For a number of the officers, policing was not the first career choice they considered:

- “I started off in marketing and then when the mortgage industry tanked and I lacked job security, I realized that I needed to find a better job. I had some friends in another department and they told me that my department was hiring. At that time, there were three or four other Asian-American officers in my county.”

- “I joined the department later in life after an unfulfilling career in banking. I was making six figures, but I couldn’t look at myself in the mirror. I then decided to move into public service and joined a Park Traffic Enforcement agency. When it was clear that I wasn’t afraid of writing tickets, I was recruited to join my agency as the first and only Asian officer, in a community where 7 percent of the total population of one million is Korean.”

For others, the path is more typical:

- “I grew up in an urban area where there were gangs and violence around me. There was a lack of guidance and support for kids who wanted to stay out of trouble. I saw that there was a huge need for positive role models. This is what got me into policing.”

- “A number of us Filipinos grew up together in this town and decided to go into law enforcement.”

- “I decided I wanted to become a police officer because of TV. There was an Asian character on 21 Jump Street who was really cool. His name was H.T. Ioki, and I wanted to be like him.”
What most influenced your job choice?

For some Asian-American police officers, getting parental support for their career choice was very important but not initially easy:

- “My parents did not understand that law enforcement can be a career option for highly educated students. They said, ‘We sent you to Boston College and now you are becoming a police officer?!’”

- “Indians perceive police to be corrupt, largely because police in India lack education, resources, and financial means. My parents did not know that it is different in the United States.”

- “My parents were very upset when I told them I was going into law enforcement. They only knew about how corrupt police are in China and Hong Kong.”

- “I was told that I would ‘shame’ the family if I became a police officer.”

- “The day I graduated from the police academy, my father said, ‘Well, you may be able to protect and serve, but who is going to protect you?’”

What are some challenges you experience as an Asian-American officer?

Some Asian-American officers have had to endure misunderstandings and bias in their own agencies:

- “My agency thinks I was only hired because I am Korean. I am seen as the sheriff’s ‘token.’”

- “There is another Asian officer, but he gets mocked because he acts out stereotypical Asian behaviors to get a laugh and make friends. He was even videotaped by other officers, because they thought it was so funny. I tell him that he should ‘not let them laugh at you, but instead laugh with you.’ The stereotypes can be challenging to break.”

- “It’s clear that you have to prove yourself. You don’t fit the mold, at least visually.”

- “The biggest issue for Asian-American officers is promotions. They are perceived as not being as aggressive about their career development compared to other ethnic and racial groups. There is a mentality that ‘if I do a good job, I will get recognized for my abilities.’”
“Thirty years ago, I had to correct my fellow officers on their choice in calling Asian Americans Chinamen, slant eye, towel head, and dot head. In addition, any East Asian people (such as Japanese or Koreans) were identified by police as Chinese. In correcting these misperceptions, I was at times accused of not being part of the team. Of course, this was ignorance rearing its ugly head. This is changing now and there is a growing greater understanding.”

— Robert May, Founder and President Emeritus, New Jersey Asian American Law Enforcement Officers Association and Retired Detective, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Police Department

Recruit through community engagement

For law enforcement recruiting initiatives to succeed within culturally diverse communities, trust must be established between recruiting officers, community leaders, and prospective applicants. Holistic community outreach and engagement is far more than a team of recruiting officers speaking before a church youth group, refereeing at a youth league sports tournament, or distributing brochures at a high school career day. It also includes

- the crime prevention officer educating a neighborhood watch association about emerging crime trends;
- the defensive tactics instructor coaching a college women’s group on self-defense strategies;
- the duty officer supervising a holiday sobriety check point;
- the patrol officer practicing community policing by demonstrating integrity, fairness, and service through actions taken and words spoken to all community contacts.

If the local law enforcement agency embraces community engagement as an integral part of recruiting a culturally diverse workforce and holds itself transparently accountable for achieving progress toward more diverse representation within its ranks, then opportunities may arise to recruit from previously unaccessible diverse applicant pools.
Strategic planning to increase diversity

Strategies to diversify a police agency should be included in the overall strategic planning of the agency to ensure that these strategies are effectively integrated at all levels. As part of their recruitment strategies, many agencies are working with their local communities to engage and recruit diverse applicants. In Fairfax County, Virginia, the police department formed a diversity recruitment council composed of approximately 30 community leaders, including local business owners, staff from local colleges, community service providers, the local chapter of the NAACP, and others. The council assisted the police department in developing a clear, outcome-oriented strategic plan that included a commitment to diversifying its recruitment strategies.
Police Perspective: Solving Problems in Asian Communities

Robert May, Founder and President Emeritus, New Jersey Asian American Law Enforcement Officers Association and Retired Detective, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey Police Department

Gaining Asian victim cooperation in robbery cases

In a southern New Jersey town, a crime pattern in which transient Vietnamese field laborers were being assaulted and robbed of cash was emerging. Local police were unable to make much headway in getting the assistance and cooperation of the victims. An Asian-American police officer from another agency was called in to assist. This officer understood the cultural dynamics of this tight-knit Vietnamese group and suggested reaching out to elders in the community who could help facilitate trust building with these victims. After engaging with the elder community members and clarifying the police purpose of assisting the victims, these individuals were more willing to cooperate with police, and arrests of the perpetrators were made.

Overcoming language barriers in a missing persons case

On a cold winter night, an elderly woman was found on a bus from a New Jersey suburb to New York City without a coat or shoes. An Asian-American detective identified her to be of Korean descent with no comprehension of the English language. After bringing in an officer fluent in Korean, police learned that the woman did not know where she lived but was able to describe the building where she resided with her son. Police were able to find the building and alert the woman’s family to her whereabouts. By marshalling cultural and language assistance, law enforcement was able to prevent a potentially tragic situation.
Tips from the Field: How to Ensure a Culturally Sensitive Interview Process

Dwight L. Bower, Fairfax County (Virginia) Police Department

Police agencies must ensure that the interview process for new applicants is rigorous yet dynamic enough to avoid unintentionally disqualifying otherwise qualified applicants because of certain cultural misunderstandings. The following are some tips to keep in mind when designing a culturally sensitive interview process:

• Recognize that the interview does not need to be carried out like an interrogation. The role of the interviewer is to learn as much as possible about the applicant with an eye towards cultural sensitivity.

• Before you begin asking questions, think about how people may respond to each type of question. Recognize that phrasing questions poorly can cause people to react negatively and become defensive.

• Be clear about why you ask certain questions. Share the questions up front so that the applicant is not surprised if you ask personal questions. You need to explain why the questions matter in this context, particularly with individuals who may historically have distrusted police.

• When interacting with community members, provide examples of behaviors or experiences that typically lead to applicants becoming disqualified in the hiring process. Be as transparent and candid about hiring criteria as possible so applicants can prepare accordingly.

Measure results

The Fairfax County Police Department tracks agency diversity over a multi-year period. Specifically, the agency looks at hired personnel for the standard job or position and compares them to census data, not just to the applicant pool. Many agencies just look at the average applicant flow as a point of comparison, but by comparing agency data to population data, an agency can strategically look at how effective their diversity recruitment and hiring processes are from beginning to end. Sample diversity score cards, showing the demographic composition and diversity tracking of the Fairfax County Police Department compared to the county at large, are included as table 1 on page 25.
Table 1a. Fairfax County Police Department Racial/Ethnic Composition, November 8, 2013 – October 19, 2015*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Asian / Pacific Islander</th>
<th>Hispanic (any race)</th>
<th>American Indian / Alaska Native</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Vacant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2013</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>83.27</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2015</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>83.15</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Diversity</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>+0.19</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1b. Fairfax County Racial/Ethnic Composition, 2012–2013*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Asian / Pacific Islander</th>
<th>Hispanic (any race)</th>
<th>American Indian / Alaska Native</th>
<th>Other / multiracial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Community Survey Data 2012</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Community Survey Data 2013</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Conclusion

In order to build public trust and legitimacy, police agencies must work to ensure that officers are representative of the racial, ethnic and gender composition of the communities they serve. By making concerted efforts to recruit diverse applicants and create clear paths to promotion, law enforcement agencies are more likely to attract and retain a diverse group of officers committed to public service.
Spotlight On: Fairfax County’s Diversity Council Strategic Plan (FY 2015)

This table outlines the strategic plan created by the Fairfax County Diversity Recruitment Council. This strategic plan links to the departmental strategic plan and references agency-wide strategies to ensure that recruitment efforts align with other organizational goals.

**Council mission statement:** Guide and advise the chief of police and police department leadership team on how to achieve the department’s diversity recruitment goals.

**Goal 1. Provide support to the department’s efforts in diversity recruitment**

- **Objective 1.1.** Collect and evaluate data on police officer applicant flow
- **Objective 1.2.** Provide feedback to the department on recruitment processes
- **Objective 1.3.** Refine definitions of diversity
- **Objective 1.4.** Assist the department to develop recruiting goals and success measures

**Linkage to department strategic plan**

- **Strategy 4.3.1.** Seek systemic improvements to enhance the recruiting and hiring processes.
- **Strategy 4.3.4:** Continue to enhance the recruitment of diverse officer candidates.

**Goal 2. Enhance communication and collaboration between the department and the diverse communities in Fairfax County**

- **Objective 2.1.** Involve council members in established department outreach efforts (Auxiliary Police Officer, Citizens Advisory Committees, Citizens Police Academy, Future Women Leaders in Law Enforcement, Law Enforcement Explorer Posts, Neighborhood Watch, Police Cadet Program, Teen Police Academy, Volunteers in Police Service, 2015 World Police and Fire Games)
- **Objective 2.2.** Facilitate by council member referral and invitation opportunities for department representation at community events
- **Objective 2.3.** Facilitate outreach and linkages between the department and faith communities
- **Objective 2.4.** Coordinate a series of community issue forums in various neighborhoods throughout Fairfax County
Linkage to department strategic plan

- Strategy 2.3.2. Maintain and expand outreach efforts to diverse communities within Fairfax County.
- Strategy 2.4.3. Seek out and use opportunities to market the department.


Checklist: Recruiting Best Practices

- Hire those who understand that policing is a people profession; if they do not like people, they are in the wrong job.
- Hire the best and the brightest through a fair and transparent process.
- Hire people who have or want to have a stake in the community and who have a strong desire for public service.
- Hire those who see themselves as community problem solvers.
- Avoid at all costs people who appear to want to be in law enforcement for the wrong reason. One bully with a badge can taint an entire agency and decrease community trust in police.
Valuing Community Policing Principles in Career Development

Contributions by Theron Bowman, PhD; Charlane Brown-Wyands; Kim Dine, Chief of Police, United States Capitol Police; Michael J. Nila; Dwayne Preston; Barry Schwartz; and Kenneth Sharpe.

The ideal police recruits should see law enforcement as a vocation in which they can serve their communities and develop successful, purpose-driven careers. To this end, police executives should make efforts to provide career development opportunities targeted at building police officers’ skills and retaining those officers most committed to public service.

This chapter outlines strategies that encourage career development, such as the following:

- Ensuring promotional processes support organizational diversity goals
- Focusing on building the skills of underrepresented officers
- Aligning community engagement with crime enforcement activities
- Modeling leadership skills

Ensure promotional processes support organizational diversity goals

Successfully recruiting, retaining, and promoting for diversity starts with a philosophy of accepting and valuing a diverse workforce. This philosophical underpinning, similar to that of community policing, should serve as the foundation for deploying effective diversity recruitment and promotion strategies.

Police agencies often favor selection systems that award points based on seniority, but those systems tend to adversely impact minorities and women, many of whom have been excluded from senior positions or are relatively new entrants into the police profession. Seniority-based systems tend to favor older, less-educated employees or are based solely on written examination scores. This neglects to consider real world experience or ability to perform at the tested rank. Rather than relying solely on a written examination, promotional processes should combine a written exam with other assessment criteria to ensure a more equitable assessment of an individual’s skill set.

By eliminating antiquated barriers and instituting a more holistic approach to assessments and promotions, police agencies can encourage increased gender, racial, and ethnic diversity in leadership ranks. Agencies can also offer courses to help prepare for promotion and demystify the promotional process and build essential supervisory cognitive and emotional skills.
Focus on building the skills of underrepresented officers

Developing junior officers, particularly those from diverse backgrounds, is key to establishing a police agency that mirrors the community it serves. Police leadership should look for opportunities to build the capacity of its staff by offering skills training and community engagement tasks and assigning leadership roles in appropriate settings. By making career development opportunities a priority, an agency can inspire and motivate junior officers to see law enforcement as a lifelong career.

Agencies should also offer junior law enforcement officers opportunities to seek guidance from mentors, who provide career advice and support, and from sponsors, who advocate for a person and his or her career goals.

Tips from the Field: How to Find Mentors and Sponsors

Charlane Brown-Wyands, Professor, Berkeley College and Retired Deputy Inspector, New York City Police Department

Mentors and sponsors can be helpful to younger officers seeking advancement within their agencies, as well as to senior officers seeking additional advancement opportunities. Police officers can use the following tips to help identify potential mentors and sponsors:

- Make a list of possible mentors or sponsors, considering individuals both inside and outside the agency.
- Seek out opportunities to get noticed by, and make contact with, individuals who hold ranks or titles to which you aspire.
- Become involved in fraternal and professional organizations. These organizations provide informal settings for interactions and networking with police leaders.
- Recognize that the relationship development process with mentors and sponsors will take time to cultivate and requires an investment from both parties.

Align community engagement with crime enforcement

Police leaders face significant pressure from community members, political leaders, and media to reduce crime and provide real-time information about crime trends to the community. However, complex community issues can take months and even years to fully address and can only be solved through ongoing engagement and partnerships with community members.
Leaders in law enforcement must resist the urge to focus solely on the immediate problem of crime reduction, losing sight of the need to establish and maintain a strong relationship with the communities they serve. Establishing long-lasting community relationships can serve the dual purpose of building public trust in the police force and contributing to crime reduction activities. Yet building these mutually beneficial relationships requires a cultural shift for most police departments as well as a time investment while community trust is developed.

Police officers cannot be effective in developing relationships with the communities they serve if they do not understand community needs, concerns, and cultures. This understanding can best be achieved by becoming part of, and being active in, the community. Police executives should encourage officers to engage with their communities in one or more of the following ways:

- Attending civic association meetings
- Participating in neighborhood watches
- Liaising with business owners
- Working with local political leaders

*Officers should use their discretion when working to connect with community members but should understand that doing so is a mandate from agency leadership.*

— Dwayne Preston

**Model leadership skills**

To effectively lead the department and earn officers’ respect and response, police executives must “walk the walk,” and lead by example. Executives should demonstrate fair and equitable treatment of the public; internally, they should clearly communicate to staff members the agency’s expectations and how they relate to decisions regarding transfers, promotions, and discipline.

Setting clear expectations for the department is critical, as it teaches officers the “rules of engagement.” Performance expectations need to be consistently communicated and displayed throughout an agency. These expectations may be communicated through organizational goals for carrying out the agency’s mission, plans for community engagement, and articulation of crime response strategies.

Likewise, police leadership must model expected behavior in core policing functions, setting expectations for how to respond to calls for service and during traffic stops, how to appropriately interact with community members in various scenarios, and how to proactively address community issues.

The leadership of a police department must be a visible, tireless force in the community—the face of the agency. The chief of police must earn the trust not only of elected officials and members of the agency but also of the community. The chief should be accessible to the public while productively using the
chain of command to help solve problems. The chief must lead the agency’s efforts in building relationships and partnerships with community leaders and residents, setting the tone for the department’s relationship with the community.

Conclusion

Retaining qualified, committed officers must be a priority for all police executives seeking to build trustworthy, community-centered agencies. By building an agency that provides career development opportunities to all officers, police executives are more likely to attract ideal candidates dedicated to a lifetime of public service.

Tips from the Field: Leadership Embodied—Blue Courage and Practical Wisdom

Michael J. Nila; Barry Schwartz, Dorwin Cartwright Professor of Social Theory and Social Action, Swarthmore College; and Kenneth Sharpe, Blue Courage

A number of agencies are infusing their training with a focus on the “how” of effective policing. Some agencies—including the New York, San Francisco, and Atlanta Police Departments, U.S. Secret Service, and Maricopa County (Arizona) Sheriff’s Office—have worked with Blue Courage, an organization that teaches the concepts of “Blue Courage” and “Practical Wisdom.”

Training on Blue Courage and Practical Wisdom focuses on “the mindsets and behaviors that cause police agencies and officers trouble, erode community trust, place officers at greater risk, or tarnish the image of policing.” These trainings are considered a continuing educational process that seeks to reinforce culture and leadership, emphasizing the character and nobility expected of modern day police officers.

The Blue Courage training, typically delivered during a two-day workshop, focuses on learning the habits of courage, empathy, good listening, fairness, and patience, as well as the practical wisdom skills to know when and how to integrate these habits as part of the exercise of good discretion every day. Developing leadership skills from a foundation of courage and wisdom requires both training and experience. Ensuring that police agencies encourage practical wisdom and courage requires police chiefs and other police leaders to embody these traits themselves and to model appropriate discretion and decision making.

Training to Build Trust with Diverse Communities

Contributions by Fae Brooks; Sandra Brown; Kim Dine, Chief of Police, United States Capitol Police; Lorie Fridell; Zachary Ginsburg; Sherman Lee Hopkins, Officer, Camden County, New Jersey, Prosecutor’s Office; Marcus Jones, Commander, Montgomery County (Maryland) Police Department; Guillermo Lopez; Vincent Starks, Officer, Homewood (Illinois) Police Department; Lisa Thurau; and Robert Wasserman.

When police stop individuals for reasons not clear and refuse to explain why, these citizens have their worst fears confirmed: they have no rights and no power and are at risk of the worst possible outcomes.

— Lisa Thurau, Executive Director, Strategies for Youth

While police officers have access to no shortage of technical training opportunities, relatively little training is focused on sensitivity and cultural awareness in spite of the fact that police spend most of their time interacting with citizens. Without an understanding of the unique characteristics of different races, religions, cultures, and ethnicities, officers will lack crucial knowledge and skills that could help them effectively connect with diverse communities and perform other community policing tasks.

Training officers so they have a greater, more nuanced knowledge of the people and cultures they serve can prevent contentious incidents between police and community members from occurring, thereby making the community safer and fostering a more positive police-community relationship.

This chapter details key community engagement training content that can be integrated into any agency’s training program: specifically community-based academy training, multicultural awareness, de-escalation skills, and bias-free policing.

Tips from the Field: Lessons from Ferguson Regarding Officer Training Needs

Lisa Thurau, Executive Director, Strategies for Youth

The fatal shooting of Michael Brown and the resulting unrest in Ferguson, Missouri, showed the country what can happen when police are not adequately trained in how to safely and effectively engage with communities of color. The U.S. Department of Justice’s review of the Ferguson Police Department found that “years of unlawful and unfair law enforcement practices” by the Ferguson Police Department, as well as insufficient training of police officials, contributed to a breakdown in community trust of the police department, particularly among Ferguson’s African-American citizens.*
In many American cities, there exists a tinderbox of resentment and rage built up from disrespectful treatment and harassment by police, especially where force reigns as the primary approach to resolution of conflict.

When police stop individuals for reasons not clear and refuse to explain why, these citizens have their worst fears confirmed: they have no rights and no power and are at risk of the worst possible outcomes. From their point of view, there are no options, no way out, just a demand to accept. This suffocating reality raises individuals’ anxiety and fear to extreme levels and heightens their reactivity to authority.

Many people experience these interactions as dignity violations. For people who feel violated by police, their only weapon is argument, and unfortunately, this fuels some officers’ need to establish control through use of force and arrest. Police-community interactions are too often a painful dance of asserting authority by demanding submission. There is a reason young men of color feel they have no rights and no power because in many interactions, they don’t. There is no reasonable suspicion, no probable cause, just a demand for accountability and submission to authority.

Solutions do exist, however, including those detailed in the training-related recommendations of President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (some of which can be found throughout this guide). These recommendations emphasize the importance of including community members in the training process, the need to focus on multicultural and de-escalation skills, issues related to bias-free policing, and the importance of providing ongoing training opportunities throughout an officer’s career rather than primarily upon a new officer’s entrance into the field.


Community-based academy training

When police recruits graduate from the police academy and step out into the real world, they often find an environment vastly different from that described in their training. In training, police recruits typically encounter colleagues who are helpful and understanding. On patrol, however, police recruits may encounter fellow officers who are reluctant to speak with them, standoffish, and even cynical about their work.

Being in uniform in a congested urban area can seem daunting, particularly for recruits who have little personal experience or academy training in interacting with people from different backgrounds. Their peers and supervisors may have accrued biases over many years on the job and thus may not be as helpful as the academy instructors were. The values implicit in their words or instructions may contradict the values espoused by their trainers or agency leadership, sometimes even insinuating a cynicism for the community in which they police. In addition, problems encountered on the job are not black and white like they were in the academy but rather are filled with complexities that cannot be addressed with textbook responses.
Compounding these problems, police recruits are often unfamiliar with cultural norms in the communities they serve. They may not know what life is like or how people typically behave in certain communities and cultures, as they may have had few previous encounters with people of different races, ethnicities, or religions. This lack of understanding may cause officers to be fearful of what they do not know, which in turn causes them to become closed off to the community around them. When walking in a neighborhood on foot patrol, they may just march through, not really looking at those they pass or engaging in conversation. This can engender distrust among community members, who come to view the police as an occupying army whose presence in their neighborhood is illegitimate and counterproductive to their community’s well-being.\(^6\)

Some departments have sought to break the wall between the police academy training and the real world of policing, but more progress is needed. Only by promoting cultural awareness and community relationship building among recruits can police agencies overcome the mistrust prevalent in so many urban, minority, and immigrant neighborhoods, much of which can be traced in some form to a history of actual and perceived discrimination by police. While many academies today stress that discrimination (including racial or ethnic profiling) will not be tolerated, recruits hoping to realize nondiscriminatory practices in the field still face a variety of roadblocks, including

- supervisors or peers who may undermine these lessons;
- limited understanding of implicit bias and its effect on an officer’s actions;
- lack of an immersive, community-centric teaching method to assist officers in developing partnerships with their communities.

Los Angeles Police Department officers meet with community members, 2015
Steps should be taken to ensure that police recruits are provided with training that exposes them to the realities of working in diverse communities. Rather than focusing on the theoretical, academy training must include practical, community-based components that provide recruits with access to critical community resources and strategies for effectively building trust with community partners. Steps to consider when designing community-based trainings are outlined here.

**Step 1. Get recruits out of the classroom and into the community early**

One element of community-centered teaching should be getting recruits out into the real world early. Many jurisdictions do not immerse recruits in communities until they have graduated. This is much too late. Recruits should spend time as observers in police units throughout their academy training and bring the experience of real world complexities and the questions they raise back into the classroom. This will help contextualize discussions about diverse communities so that recruits will feel more comfortable being in a place that might previously have felt unfamiliar to them. If possible, departments should facilitate this observation period through a field-training program in which the field trainers are also part of the academy training. This will ensure that they can provide a link between field training and the classroom.

For community-centered programs to thrive, police need to find reliable partners that represent the neighborhoods in which recruits will work. To do this, departments should develop community partnership programs to identify community leaders, residents, and businesspeople who can join recruits and provide community perspective. Police agencies should focus on engaging community members who represent the voice of the community and who are willing to partner with law enforcement to make their community safer. Both police agencies and community partners must be committed to regular, constructive dialogue.

**Step 2. Get the community into the classroom**

Police academies should encourage community leaders to become involved not only in presentations and panels but also in the academy’s curriculum design. Since the priorities of a police agency should mirror those of the community it serves, departments should make efforts to involve their communities in curriculum planning. Involving the community in this way will help

- demonstrate to new recruits the department’s commitment to community priorities;
- emphasize the importance of community policing practices;
- allow new recruits an opportunity to connect policing theory with field experience.

In particular, community leaders should be involved in cultural awareness training—which teaches recruits how to distinguish between unfamiliar cultural norms and suspicious behavior and is described in greater detail later in this section—as well as how to connect with diverse communities. For instance, members of some immigrant communities may not look officers in the eyes when they are speaking.
with them. While many Americans would assume that they are hiding something, in many cultures, looking someone in the eye may be considered disrespectful, especially when speaking with an authority figure. Understanding cultural factors such as these is essential to understanding and communicating with such communities.

**Step 3. Get to the recruits before they are told, “Forget that academy stuff”**

New recruits are often cautioned by their more seasoned colleagues that lessons taught in academy training do not work in the real world and that veteran officers—many of whom are years removed from more modern, community-focused policing tactics—should be considered models of good police behavior. Police recruits should be prepared to meet other officers and supervisors whose words or actions might contradict academy training. Seasoned officers are often affected by biases accrued on the job, and they may not have had community-oriented policing training commensurate with that of new recruits. Training should thus urge recruits to try to understand why seasoned officers might express particular attitudes that do not seem to conform to training standards on community issues. Providing recruits with this information just before they go into the field allows for better follow-up class discussion regarding the impact of these personality types and can make recruits less vulnerable to being overly influenced by officers and supervisors with problematic perspectives.

Preparing officers to implement community-oriented policing approaches also requires officers who have led such approaches in the past to teach the new generation. Departments should be careful to select instructors who have policed recently and successfully in neighborhoods with large immigrant or diverse populations. These officers command more credibility from their students, and their advice is based on the practicalities of having actually “been there.”

**Cultural awareness training**

Cultural awareness relates to knowing and understanding the many cultures within any community and recognizing the history of police-community relations within that community. Understanding the history between various communities and law enforcement will provide police officers with greater insight on how to address different issues. For example, in the African-American community, a large percentage of men and boys have had exposure to some form of police action, from arrest (their own or a family member’s) to being searched on the street or during a traffic stop without even understanding why they were stopped. The way in which those previous encounters unfolded can significantly influence a community’s perception of law enforcement and should be recognized by all officers working in communities of color.

All communities have their own cultures and distinct perceptions of law enforcement based on their own experiences and knowledge. Cultural awareness trainings, sometimes called diversity trainings, should make efforts to help officers understand these perceptions and how their actions and words in the community may either perpetuate or defy those beliefs.
Tips from the Field: Cultural Awareness Trainings Do’s and Don’ts

_Fae Brooks, Retired Chief of Police, King County (Washington) Sheriff’s Office and Director, National Coalition Building Institute, and Guillermo Lopez, Co-Director, National Coalition Building Institute_

Trainings are most successful when they include no more than 40 staff and include mixed levels, ranks, and positions within the agency. Training organizers should consider the following do’s and don’ts:

- Do allocate time for authentic dialogue through which law enforcement can explore their own biases and make individual decisions about what they need to change.
- Don’t ignore that law enforcement has its own unique culture and that law enforcement officers should be treated as a specific cultural group.
- Do coordinate agency-wide trainings (sworn and civilian) on customer service principles that are applicable to law enforcement professionals.
- Don’t focus too heavily on what officers are doing wrong or readily point out officer mistakes. Highlight success stories whenever possible.

De-escalation skills

Developing clear and effective communication skills is critical to a successful policing strategy, particularly in high-stress moments. Teaching de-escalation skills is essential to keeping situations under control while maintaining a positive or constructive interaction. Individuals must see more than shows of force towards them from law enforcement. Officers should not be initiators or agitators but should instead always focus on remaining calm, respectful, and transparent.

Effective de-escalation skills should enable officers to provide citizens with adequate explanations for why they have been stopped by the police. If an officer mistakenly identifies someone as participating in an illegal activity, that officer should quickly apologize and provide a clear explanation as soon as he or she realizes the mistake. Apologizing does not suggest weakness or wrongdoing; rather, it promotes mutual understanding and allows the officer to maintain a professional interaction with the citizens in question.
Spotlight On: TEAM Awareness Multicultural Training in Montgomery County

Montgomery County, Maryland, is widely known for its racial, ethnic, and religious diversity. The county became a minority-majority community in 2012, with 49 percent of its population Caucasian, and county residents speak nearly 132 different languages. For several years prior to 2006, the Montgomery County Police Department (MCPD) initiated diversity training for its police officers in an attempt to improve upon community relationships and respond to community demands. Initial trainings were met with some resistance and were not necessarily developed with cultural understanding in mind.

After September 11, 2001, the MCPD sought to implement a new multicultural training approach, which began by engaging with employees from diverse backgrounds to develop topics that were relevant to the training. The training was renamed “TEAM Awareness,” short for Teaching Educational Awareness on Multicultural Concerns. The concept emphasizes the department’s revitalized efforts to better understand the communities they serve.

The objectives of TEAM Awareness training are to

- identify the people the department serves;
- identify their customs, behaviors, and attitudes;
- dispel fear through institutional knowledge and understanding;
- provide insight on different cultures for officer safety;
- improve relations between police and citizens.
Bias-free policing

The efforts of law enforcement agencies to promote fair and impartial policing need to include training for supervisors in identifying bias—both explicit and implicit—among the officers they supervise. Supervisors need to know when to intervene and take corrective action to enhance an officer’s ability to effectively protect and serve the community.

An officer who displays explicit biases, such as racist behavior, through his or her behavior on the job must be held accountable. If formal processes will not produce accountability (e.g., there is not sufficient evidence to sustain a complaint), the supervisor should still make it clear to this officer that biased speech and behavior is unacceptable and that continued noncompliance will result in appropriate disciplinary action. The supervisor should document all future, relevant observations to produce a record that could allow for more formal intervention.

While explicit bias is typically overt, even the most well-intentioned officer’s behavior can display implicit biases, and supervisors must be attentive to this as well. The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services invested in the development of a training program called Fair and Impartial Policing for first-line supervisors. Among other things, the program teaches supervisors how to recognize signs that a subordinate has, for instance, an implicit bias against Black men that leads to treating all African-American men and boys with suspicion or an implicit bias that leads them to believe that all wealthy individuals are law abiding and honest.

To identify implicit bias in their subordinates, supervisors can observe them in the field or on video, listen to their radio transmissions, and review external and internal complaints made against them. But proving an officer’s implicit bias can be challenging, as the supervisor will rarely have definitive information indicating bias. Behavior is biased if the officer’s motivation involves the inappropriate consideration of race or other demographics. Two officers might exhibit the same behavior, but maybe only one officer’s behavior is biased.

This challenge has implications for what supervisors can and should do if they suspect biased behavior. The nature of the intervention must recognize that an officer whose behavior is produced by his or her implicit biases will be better served by guidance and not discipline. The intervention should be viewed as a training opportunity where the supervisor presents collected information to the officer and asks what he or she makes of it. There may, in fact, be a bias-free explanation for what the supervisor has observed. If not, the supervisor should convey his or her concern—highlighting how the potentially biased behavior, even if unintentional, could negatively impact the officer’s effectiveness.

This will be uncomfortable and difficult, but engaging in challenging tasks is part of the first-line supervisor’s job. Sergeants must have the courage to engage in difficult conversations in order to get their subordinates back on track, as doing so will result in a more effective police force and safer communities.
Tips from the Field: How to Avoid Profiling by Proxy

Bob Stewart, Former Chief, Ormond Beach (Florida) Police Department and former Executive Director, National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives; and Lisa Thurau, Executive Director, Strategies for Youth

When an individual calls the police and makes false or ill-informed claims of misconduct about persons they dislike or are biased against—e.g., ethnic and religious minorities, youth, homeless people—police must be careful to avoid “profiling by proxy.”

This problem can arise when police officers rely on the emergency dispatcher’s recitation of what a biased caller claims has happened rather than making an independent and professional assessment of the caller’s claims. Police should professionally and accurately evaluate the facts and risks of each individual case—beyond the legal hearsay of the transmitted complaint. Otherwise, a biased caller’s original implications can generate accusatory claims by police and outraged denials of wrongdoing by the accused.

Especially in time-critical situations, this can lead to behavior by all parties that is based on bias-fueled fear and can lead to unjust outcomes. To avoid profiling by proxy, officers as well as dispatchers should undergo antibias training. For officers, this will help them become aware of potential biases or motivations of complainants. Dispatchers—the gatekeepers of law enforcement response—are often excluded from this training, but their need for it is critical to ensure that deployed officers are not misdirected by inaccurate and dangerous assumptions.

Antibias training will also help officers become aware of their own biases. For example, when police receive calls or requests about behavior the complainant may dislike but is not illegal—e.g., two men kissing in a park, “too many” black teenagers in the subway station—they face two quandaries. First, they must determine whose needs must be satisfied: the caller or the subject of the complaint. Second, police must address their obligation to “fix” the situation by characterizing either the behavior or the caller’s reaction as a problem.
When an officer’s perception of inappropriate behavior aligns with the caller’s, the officer is more likely to meet the needs of the caller—e.g., stop the men in the park from kissing—even in the absence of criminal conduct. In these situations, officers are likely to act on their own bias to address the matter or find a pretext to disperse the persons at issue to serve the caller’s agenda. When an officer’s perception of behavior differs from that of the caller, however, the officer is more likely to recognize the caller’s bias and dismiss the complaint.

The following are three ways police agencies can avoid profiling by proxy:

1. Encourage agency dispatchers to use proven call screening methods when assessing the true nature of the call.

2. Participate in training on bias-free policing to become aware of the possibility of inaccuracies and biases of individual complainants.

3. Ensure the demographic composition of a law enforcement agency reflects the diversity of the community it polices to help ensure that officers are able to read situations accurately and without bias.

Avoiding profiling by proxy requires vigilance by everyone involved in law enforcement. Recent research on bias and its effect on decision making (for overviews of this research, see Staats 2013; Staats 2014; and Staats et al. 2015) has been illuminating and needs to be shared with police officers and the communities they serve. The lessons learned should be a part of the police-management discussion when exploring ways in which to connect more meaningfully to communities and avoid interactions that disrupt opportunities for developing trust.

Tips from the Field: Effective Communication Strategies for Building Local Trust

Sherman Lee Hopkins, Camden County, New Jersey, Prosecutor's Office

The communication strategies described here can be used by officers working to build or strengthen police-community relations.

- **Be patient.** Officers must recognize that they are often not seen as welcomed outsiders but as an invading force. Many officers get angry or frustrated because of the initial response to their presence at the side of the car, on a street corner, or in someone’s living room, and that does not help the situation. True or not, people may feel they have been mistreated by the justice system in the past, and officers must work consistently to show that they will treat people with respect.

- **Keep your cool.** Some officers on motor vehicle stops or at the active scene of a crime lose their patience when faced with resistance from members of the community who are trying to antagonize them. Officers must maintain their composure and remain professional and calm when responding to the scene of a crime or engaging with community members. Again, be fair, but be stern when the situation calls for it.

- **Be knowledgeable.** Ignorance of the law is never an excuse, and this applies to police officers as well. Officers should understand case law and be able to calmly explain the law to people they encounter.

- **Be alert.** In the age of technology, officers should assume that their words and actions are always being recorded either by body cameras, by surveillance cameras, or by members of the public. Although most officers know this, many continue to act as if no one will see them. Community members typically regard video footage as an unbiased account of what happens, and officers must recognize this and use these opportunities to model best practices in policing. As long as an officer remains calm and professional and is doing his or her job correctly, video and audio recordings will only serve to exonerate, not condemn, an officer.

- **Know your community.** Officers who patrol communities composed of individuals who differ from them by race, color, creed, nationality, etc. must be willing to learn the culture of that particular community. Police officers are not soldiers and should not act as an occupying force. Officers must develop a rapport with their community in order to effectively carry out their duties.
Conclusion

While police agencies may be increasingly turning to community policing to improve all manner of operations within their jurisdictions, they need more concerted and innovative training strategies to ensure that agencies have a rank and file that can support such endeavors. Police training must be comprehensive and continuous: from training recruits on cultural awareness to training patrol officers on effective communication techniques to training supervisors on identifying and responding to bias. Investing in continuous training at all levels of a police department allows for the development of a more skilled, community-centered police force.
Final Thoughts

While moving from a theoretical understanding to a practical application of community policing may be challenging, it is in the application of these principles that a police agency can truly see the benefits of this philosophy. By tracking diversity goals and providing officers with the training and career development opportunities to advance their careers, police executives can work to build agencies that embody community policing principles.
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### How to Support Trust Building in Your Agency
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<tr>
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<th>Patrol</th>
<th>Patrol supervision</th>
<th>Juvenile operations</th>
<th>Crime prevention and community involvement</th>
<th>Recruitment</th>
<th>Victim/witness assistance</th>
<th>Policy development (specific policy implications and enforcement)</th>
<th>Agency leadership</th>
<th>Public information and media relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrating Community Policing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversifying Law Enforcement Agencies</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuing Community Policing Principles in Career Development</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training to Build Trust with Diverse Communities</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Endnotes


6 For more on the relationship between legitimacy and police efficacy, please see Tracy L. Meares, “The Legitimacy of Police among Young African-American Men,” Yale Law School Faculty Scholarship Series 528 (2009), http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/528/.
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The **Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office)** is the component of the U.S. Department of Justice responsible for advancing the practice of community policing by the nation’s state, local, territorial, and tribal law enforcement agencies through information and grant resources.

Community policing begins with a commitment to building trust and mutual respect between police and communities. It supports public safety by encouraging all stakeholders to work together to address our nation’s crime challenges. When police and communities collaborate, they more effectively address underlying issues, change negative behavioral patterns, and allocate resources.

Rather than simply responding to crime, community policing focuses on preventing it through strategic problem solving approaches based on collaboration. The COPS Office awards grants to hire community police and support the development and testing of innovative policing strategies. COPS Office funding also provides training and technical assistance to community members and local government leaders, as well as all levels of law enforcement.

Another source of COPS Office assistance is the Collaborative Reform Initiative for Technical Assistance (CRI-TA). Developed to advance community policing and ensure constitutional practices, CRI-TA is an independent, objective process for organizational transformation. It provides recommendations based on expert analysis of policies, practices, training, tactics, and accountability methods related to issues of concern.

Since 1994, the COPS Office has invested more than $14 billion to add community policing officers to the nation’s streets, enhance crime fighting technology, support crime prevention initiatives, and provide training and technical assistance to help advance community policing.
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Recognizing the vital importance of trust to community cooperation, public safety, and national security, the Vera Institute of Justice worked with the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services to research and write this three-part series, which provides practical, field-informed guidance for creating positive, productive relations with all members of our multi-racial, multi-ethnic American population. This guide is a resource for agency leaders who want to build trust with the diverse communities they serve by adopting community policing practices and transforming their organizations. It provides practical strategies for diversifying their workforce, implementing and promoting community policing principles, and training officers in bias-free, culturally aware policing.